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The Course

Accessible Concepts

For-Credit Assignments

Reception/Buy-in

Astro 101 is an introductory course on black holes, hosted on 
Coursera and developed at the University of Alberta by the 
Faculty of Science.

Normally, a course on black holes is only available at the 
graduate level, reaching relatively few students (~10).  Apart 
from incidental mentions, black hole concepts are thus 
inaccessible both to undergraduate and non-specialist 
students.

In contrast, Astro 101 aims to communicate black hole 
physics via an online for-credit course for first-year non-
specialist students at the University of Alberta, as well as a 
free version for anyone interested in modern science.

Black hole theory is based on traditionally math-heavy and 
sometimes counterintuitive subjects, including 
electromagnetics, general relativity, and thermodynamics.
In Astro 101, these concepts are communicated to non-
specialists using animations, analogies and demonstrations.

In a single video, relativity is introduced using a) the speed formula, b) 
another dimension, c) a real-world graph of time, and d) a demonstration of 
how slices of time depend on your point of view.

To engage students, we assigned two term projects.

The first was a creative work (CW) where students would 
describe a black hole using a medium of their choice.  This 
requires the students to reflect on the subject matter, but 
enables them to engage while in their comfort zone.

The second was a black hole investigation (BHI), where 
each student was assigned a black hole to study.  After 
each section of the course, students would find primary 
literature and report on how the new topics applied to their 
black hole.
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Stages of BHI

 BH Name/Observations

BH Environment

Method of Discovery

Sorrows of a Black Hole

Life here in the universe Is a lonely, empty fate.
I really wish I had a friend. A binary, a mate.

I always feel alone, you know? I really don’t know why.
I wish someone would visit me. I know I’m a nice guy.

Every time I see someone, and think I’ve found a friend,
They end up getting close, then poof! They disappear, the end.

Next door I see there are two stars, their names: Mr. and Mrs.
They are a pair that won’t be broken, they orbit in ellipses.

I tell them how I used to have partner of my own
We too were bound by gravity, and moved around a zone

My companion was one of high mass, she made a stellar wind
She transferred her mass on to me, which I could not rescind

We each had our own sphere of space. A “Roche Lobe”, if you will.
Her strong wind was captured by me, her mass began to spill.

My gravity was strong, so strong. I could not help but feed.
My accretion was unstoppable, and I was filled with greed.

My event horizon captures things, and never lets them go.
I know this is a flaw of mine. Can I help it? No.

My companion was an older star, no longer in her prime
Her core became an iron ball and collapsed over time.

I miss her so, but I know only time will help with that.

I just wish that I had a friend. Maybe I’ll get a cat.

Students submitted a broad range of work, including short 
stories, interviews with black holes, poems, paintings, and 
comic strips.

"[CW] is a great addition I wish other courses had, especially 
since we are able to submit drafts prior to see if we are on the 
right track"

1/2 of students rated the BHI at 5/5 as an interesting project.
2/3 of students found the BHI "helped them understand the 
material a lot better".
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